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Lecture #12: Decolonization and 
Development



Nationalist Struggles in Vietnam

• French reassert control after WW II

• Ho Chi Minh (1890-1969), Communist leader 
mounts guerilla war, defeats France in 1954

• Vietnam divided at 17th parallel

• Civil war between north (Communist) and 
south

• President Lyndon Johnson (1908-1973) 
begins increasing US involvement



Vietnamese Protest French 
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Decolonization in Africa



Decolonization in Africa

• 19th century “scramble for Africa”

• Legacy of colonial competition

• Internal divisions

– Tribal

– Ethnic

– Linguistic

– religious



Africa and the Great War

• African colonies participate in World War I

• Allies invade German-controlled colonies

• Africans encouraged to fight white soldiers

• Many Europeans left to be deployed 
elsewhere

• Encouraged local rebellions, challenges to 
European domination



Africa’s New Elite

• Post-war class of elite

• Often influenced by education, other 
experiences abroad

– Jomu Kenyatta (1895-1978), Kenyan nationalist

• Moved to create modern nation-states in 
Africa

• Pan-Africanism promoted by Marcus Garvey 
(Jamaica, 1887-1940)

– “Back to Africa”



Négritude: “Blackness”

• Influence of “black is beautiful” from USA

• Revolt against white colonial values, 
reaffirmation of African civilization

• Connection with socialism, Communism

• Geopolitical implications



France and North Africa

• Abandonment of most territories
– 1956 Morocco and Tunisia gain independence, 13 

other colonies in 1960

• But determination to retain Algeria
– Longer period of French colonization

– 2 million French citizens born or settled in 
Algeria by WW II



Algerian War of Liberation

• 1954 Front de Libération Nationale (FLN) 
begins guerilla warfare against France
– Simmering conflict since French massacre in Sétif, 

1945

• 500,000 French soldiers in war by 1958
• War ends with Algerian independence in 1962

• Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth 
(1961), manifesto against colonial rule



Battle of Algiers

• https://youtu.be/7hYtN2zWX8c

– Sequence A

• https://youtu.be/0oAtMMvnDy0

– Sequence B



Afrocentrism

• Kwame Nkrumah, leader of Ghana

• Celebrated visit of Queen Elizabeth II in 1961, 
affirmation of Ghanese independence and 
equality



Kwame Nkrumah leading 
Independence Celebrations



Kenya

• Kikuyu ethnic group begins attacks on British 
and “collaborationist” Africans, 1947

• 1952 state of emergency declared

• Overwhelming British military response, 
12,000 Africans killed vs. 100 Europeans

• Bloody, but negotiated withdrawal, 
independence 1962



Establishment of the Organization of 
African Unity (OAU)

• Formed 1962

• Declared boundaries permanent

– Despite arbitrary nature, necessary to forestall 
conflicts

• Promotion of Pan-Africanism

• Failure to prevent ethnic strife, even 
Nkrumah deposed 1966



Post-Independence Difficulties

• Pax Romana of European colonists

• Civil wars in Rwanda, Burundi, Angola

• Economic hardship

• Instability of democratic regimes



How Do You Govern?

• Your country is newly freed, that’s wonderful.  
Your people believe in you and your cause, 
but...
– You don’t have much money as a government

– Your people are poor

– They have high hopes

– You have ethnic, linguistic, religious rifts

– Little to no history of democratic gov’t

• What do you do?



Development

• Give people jobs
– Create industry

• Become “modern”

• Feed the people

• Provide the “good life”
– Hospitals

– Schools

– Consumer goods

• Keep supporters and rivals happy, prevent group 
tension.



Tarnishing of Independence

• Decline of democratic regimes, rise of 
dictatorships

• Partial reflection of artificial European 
boundaries 

• Political immaturity of colonies

• Economic Decisions contribute
– Rent seeking

– Marketing Boards

• However, Botswana is flourishing.  Why?



Botswana



Inclusive vs. Extractive Institutions

• Development has often been difficult, 
frustrating, and slow in much of the formerly 
colonized world.
– Why?

• In part, because the tools/resources that have 
been used by rulers to develop have 
entrenched private interests in rent seeking 
behavior.



Rent Seeking and Private Interests

• Using power you already have to further enrich 

yourself through the political process.

– Subsidies

– Bribes

– Corruption

• Often resource rich countries can face the perverse 
result of suffering from their wealth.

– Easy money can corrupt the political process

– Don’t need to worry about the long term, just need to 
keep the money flowing.



Market Intervention

• By intervening to create growth and facilitate development, newly freed 
countries often created vested interests.
– Two primary constituencies

• New favored industries

• Urban poor

• Served by extracting resources from primary producers and 
strengthening currency.
– Encourages local industry, makes importing raw material easier, makes food 

cheaper to buy

– Makes exports more expensive, discourages foreign investment

• Newly independent governments often end up replicating the old colonial 
regime, and rather than building long-term prosperity, extract rent for 
local elites.
– Development stalls
– New cycle of war, resentment, economic malaise

• Colonial legacy still important


